
Perspective Construction of the Photomontage

These notes accompany the two image files: doyle_block_geometry_1.jpg and  
doyle_block_geometry_2.jpg.

The first image shows the existing photographic view from the library. The colour-coded 
perspective construction lines are based on horizontal points on the ground plane in the 
photograph and vertical dimensions from the Queen's Court working drawings on file at the 
Faculty of Architecture and Planning. To follow along, here are the steps:

1. Draw the ground lines at the edges of the properties (red).
2. Draw a vertical height line at the southeast corner of the Queen's Court property (yellow). 

This line is the common reference for plotting heights in both buildings. It also establishes 
the Spring Garden Road facade as the picture plane for the perspective. 

3. Extend the top edges of Queen's Court's east spandrels forward to the height line and 
back to the Queen Street vanishing point (magenta).

4. Obtain the corresponding height dimensions from the Queen's Court working drawings 
and indicate these points on the height line.

5. Draw the horizon (green) through the Queen Street vanishing point.
6. Draw the vertical edges of the Doyle Block property (yellow).

The second image continues these steps:

7. On the height line, indicate the heights of several floor slabs in Westwood's building, 
obtained from the drawings that Westwood submitted to the city.

8. Extend these heights as horizontal lines across the picture plane (red).
9. Insert Westwood's south elevation between these outlines on the picture plane. (I didn't 

bother setting back the ground floor along Spring Garden Road, as it's not relevant to the 
upper storeys.)

10. Insert Westwood's west elevation between its outlines on Queen Street.
11. Replace the former eighth-floor rooftop pavilion with the seventh-floor roof from 

Westwood's current slideshow     (page 14, a bit fuzzy).

You'll find that the resulting photomontage is more accurate than the similar photomontage in 
Westwood's slideshow, which skips the first - and most important - step.
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